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Setting your Intentions with the Angels for
2022
31/12/2021

Release the old and make way for
your Magical intentions for 2022

Say Goodbye to 2021!

Iʼve written a lot of New Years Messages over the years, there is always a palpable
change in the air but never has it felt like this. There is an absolute Universal readiness
to release the old year and step over an invisible threshold into a new reality.
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This is not only on an individual personal level, I feel this on a deep energetic level-that
Universally we are all ready to leave behind outdated situations and beliefs, it must be
done to welcome a new paradigm.

While this is a Universal truth, we can only move forward by acting on an individual
level. Itʼs time to clear your energy and call in higher frequencies. What you do, helps
others too. By focusing on your healing and intentions, you create a shi� for the whole.
We are all connected!

I  have worked with my angels to create this Angel Infused worksheet  to help you to
move into a higher frequency and release those situations which do not serve you and
cannot come with you.

Healing and change do not happen overnight, they come through incremental guided
action steps- I suggest you keep this worksheet and work through it with your angels
o�en in 2022.

Making Room for the New
Energy protection and self care are essential for any self aware, intuitively sensitive
soul. As a spiritual seeker itʼs crucial that you keep your personal energy field AND any
space you occupy energetically clean and with a high vibe.

Clean energy helps you to be your best, highest self and allows your intuition to be
crystal clear and receptive to your angelʼs messages. When you are overloaded with
negative and stagnant vibes you are more susceptible to problems, challenges and
negativity.

Angels are powerful energy healers, they have the power to alchemise negative
energies into positive vibrations and they can quickly remove attachments and
blockages and transmute them to the light.

You may notice that your angels are on your case a lot to remove stagnant, negative
emotional energies from your mind, body and energy because they know how toxic
those lower vibrations are and how much they hold you back. They guide you away
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from unhappy and fear-based experiences and relationships because these situations
separate you from what you really desire.

As you clear your energy it is also important to remove resentments from your mind.
You can begin by creating a forgiveness list so you can start 2022 with a clear mind.

Here is an Archangel Cleansing and
Protecting Prayer you can use to
reset your personal space and
energy field:
Archangel Michael can cleanse the energy of your home and work spaces. Set the
intention to remove all old stagnant , negative and fear based energy from the past
year.

Say aloud- I invite and request Archangel Michael and his Band of Mercy Angels to
please now remove and transmute all energies of fear, negativity, stress, anxiety,
depression, illness, disease, disharmony, anger, resentment, unforgiveness, doubt and
self sabotage.

I am ready to forgive and release……..(name)

Please release me of all cords, psychic daggers, and lower energies which are binding
me to past pain and  intruding on my Highest good and well-being.

I now release and forgive all fear and painI have absorbed from others & transmute it
to the light.
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I now give permission to you to remove from me and my spaces  all negative and fear
based energies, thoughts, emotions , patterns and manifestations which do not serve
my highest good or the Divine will for me.

Amen

You can magnify this healing by using a Sage smudge stick or other cleansing herbs like
Pal Santo and wa�ing the smoke into every corner and every room. You may find that
clearing your space inspires you to declutter, tidy and clean.  This is part of the energy
cleansing process.

A�er cleansing your space, ask Archangel Michael to protect your home and to place
Guardian angels on every door and window.

The next step is to invite positive energies into your home and energy.

Invocation

I ask for and invite my Guardian Angels, Archangel Michael -The Angel of Strength and
Protection , Archangel Metatron -The Angel of Ascension and New Beginnings
Archangel Jeremiel -the Angel of Hope & Archangel Jophiel -The Angel of Beauty.

A�er invoking the Angels, state aloud or on paper which energies you would like to
experience and be immersed in for 2022.

Archangels, Michael, Jophiel, Jeremiel, Metatron and my Guardian Angels, please
bring down the energies of: Divine Love, Protection, Oneness, Peace, Harmony,
Abundance, Joy, Health, Healing, Courage, Strength, Hope, Love, Unity, Compassion,
Forgiveness Confidence, Intuition, Deep Spiritual connection, Success, Wisdom,
Unconditional love and ……(what other energies would you like to invite in?)

Archangels Please infuse me and my space with these qualities and anything else
which I might not have mentioned but you know needs to be in my space at this time.

I am ready to take the next step to raise my consciousness and align with my
Intentions, my Life Purpose and Divine Will.

Archangel Michael please surround me and my home with extra light. Please regularly
remove any intrusive fear energies and secure the protective shield.
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Write Your New Intentions.
Now you have created a beautiful energetic space for your intentions for 2022.

Remember, when you are manifesting, that you donʼt attract only what you
want, you attract the energy which you are radiating at this time. This includes
the energies you are surrounded by, holding in your mind and aura and what
you are allowing.

Divine Spirit, Angels, Archangels & Guides, Please come to me now and help me to bring
into my reality these intentions for 2022 according to Divine  Will and the Highest Good.
Thank you for bringing me clear guidance and signs so I can bring about my goals in a
loving, peaceful and joyful way. Amen

Are you ready to take your energy and your spiritual connection to
the next level?

Join me monthly for a Deep Energy Cleanse with the Archangels at my Archangel
Attunement Sessions . The January Session is The Archangel Ariel Abundance
Attunement to Create a New Vision for 2022. You can Book your Spot or  learn more
here You can save and  book all 12 of next yearʼs Archangel Attunements here

Would you like to work closely with the Angels and become an Angel communicator ?
The Angel communication Certification Program starts January 25th 2022.  Learn
more here:

Happy New Year From Rachel and the
Angels! x
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